OREGON HERITAGE TREE PROGRAM
NOMINATION FORM
AGNES SAWYER MAPLE
TYPE TREE
Big leaf maple
Acer macrophyllum
LOCATION
Kerby, Josephine County
Two miles north of Cave Junction, Oregon and
4/10ths of a mile south of Highway 199 mile marker
26.
Lat/Long: 42.199324, -123.651064

Agnes Sawyer Tree

The circle on the upper map indicates the site of
the tree. The tree is located on private property
belonging to a furniture business specializing in
items made from burl wood.

Cave Junction
Grants Pass 28 miles

DETAIL MAP
The satellite image shows Highway 199 running
north-south through the center of the photo with
Sixth Street marking what was once the central
part of Kerbyville.
The Mason and Odd Fellow buildings are twostory structures and one of the few original
buildings in the old town of Kerbyville that are
still standing. The Mason Hall was built in 1907.
Both of these buildings are prominent landmarks
seen in photos taken in the early 1900s.
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OWNERSHIP
The site is on property of a popular tourist attraction that specializes in furniture, figurines, and other items
made from burl wood. The name of the business is “Its A Burl”.
PUBLIC ACCESS
The tree is immediately adjacent to and visible from Highway 199.
Approximately one million travelers pass this site annually on Highway 199. This is the main travel route
from Redwood National Park to Interstate 5 and Crater Lake National Park. Parking for access to the site has
traditionally been on the shoulder of the highway.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Age:
153 years
Date planted (if known):

1861

Circumference:

Approximately five feet

Height:

Approximately 70 feet

Crown spread:

Approximately 50 feet

Health and condition:

The tree appears in fair health

HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TREE
Association with events that contributed to the broad patterns of Oregon history

The Oregon gold rush of 1851 started in Illinois Valley and the town of Kerbyville was established six years
later about two miles from where the first gold discovery had been made. During the six years prior to the
establishment of Kerbyville, a trading post owned by “Colonel” Kerby was located where the Cold Springs
Mountain Pack Trail crossed the Illinois River. Supplies were hauled on this trail from ships docked at
Crescent City and was the primary supply route for all of the gold camps in southwest Oregon in the early
days of the gold rush. The trail ended at the boom town of Jacksonville near present-day Medford.
The town of Kerbyville was established in 1857, the same year that the first wagon
road from Crescent City to Jacksonville was established. The wagon road went
through the center of town and Kerbyville quickly became the county seat of the
newly formed Josephine County.
The first lodging to be established in Kerbyville was the Sawyer Hotel, built by
William Sawyer around 1858. In 1861, his wife, Agness Sawyer, planted a maple
tree next to the hotel, presumably with the intention of growing a tree to shade the
building to keep it cool during summer months.

Agnes Sawyer

Sawyers Hotel must have been a busy place considering the road from Crescent City
was the main supply route for all of southwest Oregon. During that time, the Sawyer
Hotel served passengers riding on stage coaches, teamsters on freight wagons, miners,
and other travelers.

The road diminished in its importance as the region’s primary supply route when construction of the Oregon
& California Railroad reached Grants Pass and Medford in 1884. However, the road continued to be an
important travel route, especially in the early 1900s as auto travel grew in popularity. Auto stages began to
operate over the route and displaced traditional stagecoach travel around 1910 and an increasing number of
travelers adventured by auto into this region where lodging consisted of historic enterprises like the Sawyers
Hotel in Kerbyville.
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William and his wife Agnes traveled to Oregon in 1853 and their connection with early pioneer history of Oregon may
have been a reason why the hotel was renamed the Pioneer Hotel. The Agnes Sawyer Tree can be seen in the lower photo
with its distinctive four trunks.

In 1926, the present-day Highway 199 was constructed and bypassed much of the original stage route from
Crescent City. One of the few places the new highway followed the original wagon route was through the
town of Kerbyville where the historic Sawyer Hotel may have continued to provide lodging. However, this
was a time when travelers were attracted to the more “modern” cabins found at numerous auto courts along
the Highway 199 corridor and it is doubtful that the historic hotel was competitive.
The hotel was demolished in the 1930s but the Agnes Sawyer tree was spared. Other maple trees that were
growing around the building were also spared making this site one of the most shaded places along the
Highway 199 corridor.
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Association with a person/group of historic significance.

An unusual twist in the story of the Agnes Sawyer tree is its connection to the Civil War. When the war
broke out in 1861, there was a division among residents in Illinois Valley over which side Oregon should be
supporting. At that time, Illinois Valley was the center of commerce of Josephine County as well as the county
seat. A large number of residents living in this area were pioneers from the southern states who had moved
to this region during the gold rush. Many of these were secessionists who sympathized with the Confederacy
and held meetings to organize support for the South.
Agnes Sawyer and her husband were from Maine and were both Union supporters but there was no way
for them to express that support because there was no Union flag to be found in Josephine County. Agnes
obtained materials for making a flag and with the help of her son cut and sewed together a flag. This flag was
raised on July 4, 1862, the first Union flag to be raised in Josephine County.
The year that the Civil War started was the same year the Agnes Sawyer Tree was planted.

Species significance

The bigleaf maple is a common species in southwestern Oregon.

Represents a significant and distinguishable entity within the community

The Agnes Sawyer Tree and other maples growing around the Sawyers Hotel are a distinguishable feature
seen in the background of photos taken in Kerbyville during the late 1800s and early 1900s.

Odd Fellow Hall
Mason Hall
Agnes Sawyer
Tree

A photo looking north toward the center of Kerby was taken in the early 1900s and shows the Agnes Sawyer tree to be a
distinguishable feature on the main road through town where it provides some of the only shade over road. Note the horse
drawn wagon on the right.
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Agnes Sawyer
Tree

Odd Fellow Hall
Mason Hall

There is no date on this photo but the presence of cars and gas station indicate it may have been taken around 1920. The
Agnes Sawyer tree continues to be a distinguishable feature on the main street of Kerby.

Agnes Sawyer Tree

The Agnes Sawyer Tree can be seen on the right next to the Pioneer Hotel prior to the building be demolished in the mid
1930s.
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Agnes Sawyer
Tree

The approximate location of the Sawyers Hotel is shown in relation to trees that surrounded the building. Vehicle parking
for access to the site would be on the shoulder of the road, the same as the two vehicles seen on the right. The red roof of
the burl gallery is seen on the left.

SPECIAL NOTE
The historic significance of this tree has been known for many years. In the 1970s it was chosen by the Illinois
Valley Garden Club for its Bicentennial Project, “Oregon’s Heritage - Historical Trees.” An article written about
this effort mentioned that a marker would be placed by the tree in accordance with the Oregon State Federation
of Garden Club’s program (3). This marker could not be located.
The Garden Club also filled out a nomination to get the tree listed as a Historic Tree of the United States (5).
The Agnes Sawyer Tree was also listed in “Famous and Historic Trees”, a book published by the American
Forestry Association (4).

FORMAL RECOGNITION OF THE FOREST
N/A
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
1) Daily Courier, 1935. Illinois Valley Pioneers Tell of Old Settlements. Golden Annicersary Edition, Pioneer
Stories Section, Grants Pass, Oregon, p6.
2) Pfefferle, Ruth, 1975. Just My Cup of Tea. Illinois Valley News, August 14, 1975.
3) Pfefferle, Ruth, 1977. Golden Days and Pioneer Ways. Josephine County Historical Society, Grants Pass,
Oregon, p63-64.
4) Randall, Charles and Henry Clepper, 1976., Famous and Historic Trees. American Forestry Association, p38
5) Weaver, 1976. Nomination to the Historic Trees of the United States, Illinois Valley Garden Club, Cave
Junction Oregon.
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TREE OWNERSHIP & PROTECTION STATUS
The tree is growing on privately owned property. The owners intend to preserve the tree for the duration of its
natural life (see letter of support).
OWNER SUPPORT
See attached letter from owner
CURRENT PROTECTION MEASURES
The owner has indicated interest in preserving the tree for the duration of its natural life.
CONDITION OF THE TREE
The original tree had four trunks. One was lost in a storm and the other was cut down many years ago for an
unknown reason. The tree has a tree house that was installed as a novelty for the burl gallery.

Photo of the Agnes Sawyer Tree taken in the winter of 2011. The red roof of
the burl gallery can be seen in the background.

Nomination Submitted: August, 2014
Roger Brandt, PO 2350, Cave Junction, OR 97523 541 592-4316 rpbrandt@frontier.com
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